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Introduction

Reimagining our conferences…

The recent pandemic has pushed us rethink the 
conference experience and how we engage and 
connect with our members entirely. While we trust 
that in the not too distant future we will return to our 
face-to-face conferences, we are excited in the 
meantime to bring a fully immersive conference 
experience to a virtual platform capable of 
integrating seamlessly with our physical events 
when they do make a come-back.

Don’t think of it as a physical event but online, think 
of it has a brand-new virtual experience with 
real-time data analytics to help you better 
understand your customers’ explicit needs. Our 
partnerships are designed to allow you to get closer 
to existing and potential customers, to demonstrate 
how you can help them navigate this crisis and 
beyond through credible, compelling formats and 
real life stories. We invite you to join us and our 
members on the journey!
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Your top questions answered  
1

Networking: how can you ever replace 

face-to-face time? Beyond the public and 

private chat rooms and video chat capabilities,, 
we will offer carefully curated networking 
sessions, focused on our networks  of interest 
will allow you to find the right people you want 
to talk to and start up compelling conversations 
that matter.

2 What about Lead Generation? The major 

advantage of virtual conferences is that the 
platforms provide real time analytics that you 
just don’t get in the physical conferences. 
Including everything from who attended, what 
they were most interested in, which booths they 
visited, what content  they viewed or picked-up.

3
Engagement: how will I be able to engage 
people? We offer our sponsors the opportunity 

to host expert chat sessions, interactive 
workshops, customer case studies with live 
Q&A, gamification through Leaderboard prize 
giveaways and much more.

4
How can you recreate the immersive 
experience? Visitors get a great event feeling 

through the immersive event design. As avatars 
they move around the virtual exhibition 
grounds, visit individual booths, the chat lounge, 
conference rooms or virtual auditorium. 
Gamification and leaderboards help draw 
visitors in with the whole experience.
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Advantages of a Virtual Conference
1

Savings on Cost and Travel  
Sponsors and exhibitors can save a lot of money on 
travel, lodging, promotional items, and other costly 
expenses typically associated with conferences.

2
Increased Attendance 
Virtual conferences are easier for attendees to 
join because there is no travel involved allowing 
a much wider reach globally.

4
Virtual Conferences are Interactive
Just because you’re not there in person doesn’t mean you 
don’t get to interact with other attendees. Virtual trade 
shows allow attendees to visit booths, chat with booth reps, 
attend seminars and keynote speeches, and even chat, 
network or talk live to other attendees.  Attendees can swap 
electronic business cards with a keystroke and save that data 
instantly in your database.

5 Reporting and Analytics
You just get an attendance report with a physical 
conference.  However, with a virtual conference every 
thing the attendee does is tracked and reported.  You 
know how they came, where they went, what they did, 
chats, tweets, videos watched, etc.  You can even run 
analytics on content located in the event.  For example, 
how many attendees viewed and/or downloaded a piece 
of collateral. 

3
Increased exposure
A physical conference lasts 2-3 days, then it’s 
done.  A virtual conference can have a much 
longer life, it will be left up on-demand 60 days 
post event so that attendees can access booths, 
presentations, documents, videos, etc. anytime.
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Virtual Booth space
Our virtual destination provides a great platform for bringing 
together customers, prospects, partners with salespeople and 
product experts.

The package includes:

● 5 All Access Passes to the Virtual Conference 
● Customizable booth space in our expo hall with live visitor 

chat
● Downloadable content  for visitors to pick up 
● Product video screen  giving a personal touch to the booth
● Your logo appears on the the sponsor wall in the main lobby, 

and expo wall; profile on the sponsor listing
● Real time analytics dashboard tracking who visited, what 

they looked at and what they picked up

Investment: 6,500 USD*

*Talk to us if you want a larger booth space, enhanced 
customization and gamification options
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The customer 
case study
One of the most valuable ways to demonstrate the power of your 
solution is through the eyes of your customer, and what’s more, 
IACCM Members love this approach! We have a limited number of 
Customer Case Study slots which will be pre-recorded and on the 
day you will host live Q&A with  your customer.

The package includes:
● A 30 min customer presentation slot 
● Your logo appears on the session listing and entrance lobby
● 4 All Access passes for your team members
● Up to 2 All Access Passes for your customer speakers
● You introduce your customer and field the Q&A session
● Post conference analytics report

Sponsorship Investment: 7,500 USD
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The Workshop
Practical workshops are the number one way in which our members 
told us they want to learn at the conference. This a unique 
opportunity for you and your team to curate and host a Live 
Workshop. We can provide a high level of interaction through video 
chat, live polling capabilities and post workshop analytics. The 
number of workshops we offer is limited and the ability to run one 
along with the content is subject to IACCM approval.

The package includes:
● Live workshop delivered across 2 days of the conference
● The workshop can be recorded and made available on 

demand for those unable to attend
● Your logo appears on the workshop  session listing and lobby
● 2 all access passes for your team up to 2 passes for your 

speakers
● Post conference analytics report

Sponsorship Investment: 8,500 USD
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Speed Tech Demo
At the Vibe Summit (September 21-24) we’ll feature a dedicated 
Speed Tech Room, available throughout the Summit and 60 days 
post event. The operative word here being speed,  meaning 
members can quickly click on the problems they are looking to solve 
and then view short video walkthroughs in a fast and effective way, 
rate them and leave comments. It’s also a neutral non sales 
environment where our members can feel comfortable viewing 
without the fear of a sales pitch.

The package includes:
● Three x 7 minute video walkthroughs
● Available throughout the Summit and 60 days post summit
● Your logo and link out to your webpage featured
● Analytics report on who clicked on your video, what they 

liked and how much time they spent
● Your videos will be made available on the IACCM Contract 

Automation Comparison  Tool

Sponsorship Investment: $3,000
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Design your virtual partnership today
Bob Emery, VP Global Business Alliances

+1 203 733 6114 | bemery@iaccm.com

Nikki Mackay, Global Head of Vendor 
Programs & Conference Production

+972 54282 3869 | nmackay@iaccm.com
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